
Abstract 
Embedded systems must work under real-time conditions in several occasions: when an event happens it must be addressed before a certain amount of 

time passes. This project has the goal of providing a real-time processing board for the Cookie platform, a modular WSN (Wireless Sensor Network) node 

under development at CEI (Centre for Industrial Electronics). By running on a powerful ARMv3 microcontroller with an extended number of peripherals 

such as USB host, Flash Memory and SD Card Interfaces, the required computing power for data acquisition and interaction with the environment can be 

achieved. An associated software framework based on a real-time operating system is developed in order to accelerate application development, providing 

the necessary low level drivers and an application structural template based on dataflow computing. 

A new Processing Layer and Software 

Framework for Real-Time Data Acquisition and 

Communications for the Cookies Wireless 

Sensor Network Platform 

Santiago Alfonso Muñoz Rodríguez, Jorge Portilla, Teresa Riesgo
Centro de Electrónica Industrial (s.munoz@upm.es) 

Hardware Development 

Software Framework 
The software framework, written on top of FreeRTOS (a free market-leading real-time operating system), provides an application structure that integrates 

the functionality of the microcontroller peripherals on the board and the ones that can be added via other Cookie Layers. By filling the deployment-specific 

parts of the code, applications can be developed quickly while maximizing code re-usage. 

Extended functionality through the Cookie Ecosystem 

The Cookie Platform is designed to be modular. This board can be stacked with other boards 

that implement extra functionality to form a single device adapted to the needs of each 

deployment: GPRS, Ethernet, FPGA-based processing or sensors as required. 

In the development deployment, both hardware and software compliance with the following 

boards has been taken into account: 

• Power supply via USB 

• Ethernet controller for communication with Ad-Hoc Devices. 

• GRPS for Long-Range communications plus GPS for positioning. 

The fact that the functionality of this board can be expanded continuously by developing new 

circuit boards that are compliant with the Cookie architecture is promising for its future usage. 

A dataflow based module architecture 

The framework is broken down into a series of modules that implement independent 

hardware functionalities and communicate with each other to perform more complex 

functions without the need for a global controller. 

Instead of using a control structure, the system uses a set data-path between modules 

that are activated whenever the adequate external or timer-based internal stimuli 

occurs. 

This leads to a smaller processing overhead and easier expandability. Furthermore, real-

time constraints can be met by using the priority based scheduling policy of FreeRTOS. 

Board Features 

The board contains core set of processing elements and peripherals 

and a dual bus to provide connectivity with external components: 

• ARM Cortex-M3 Microcontroller 

• NAND flash memory storage 

• USB OTG 

• microSD card reader 

• JTAG for programming/debugging 

Onwards to the first deployment 

This board and framework, along with the Cookie Platform, is being used to 

implement the Control Unit for Enviguard. This project consists on the 

development of a sensor unit for water quality monitoring that can operate 

on isolated environments and communicates with an off-site database. 
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Abstract 
The aim of this thesis is, first to implement Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) on hardware, and second to distribute an ANN over a Wireless Sensor 

Network (WSN). ANNs have a huge potential of parallel processing that can be exploited by hardware implementations. However, ANNs are typically 

implemented on software. By distributing an ANN over a WSN, the computational burden of the sensor nodes is also distributed. It increases the lifetime 

of the WSN avoiding some nodes discharge battery too fast. Further, fault tolerance is increased because, when an ANN loses nodes, accuracy is reduced 

but it is still working. 

Distributed Artificial Neural Network over a 

Wireless Sensor Network 

David Aledo Ortega, Félix Moreno González 

 
Centro de Electrónica Industrial (david.aledo@upm.es) 

 

Artificial Neural Networks 

§ These algorithms belong to Artificial Intelligence 

§ They have the “intelligent” capability of learning 

§ Biologically inspired on a simple model of our neurons 
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Hardware implementation 

IP core for Xilinx’s Vivado 
Built on configurable VHDL codes. 

Network and training 

Distribution over the WSN 

Radar signals classification 

Radars should recognize if the approaching object is: 

§ Car 

§ Pedestrian 

§ Other 
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Only one neuron can do very few things, but a network of neurons can perform more complicated 

tasks. For (supervised) learning, desired outputs of each training example are compared with the 

outputs. Through a training algorithm (the most important is Backpropagation), weights are updated 

in order to make the outputs closer to the desired ones. 

The ANN is divided into the WSN nodes. The 

ANN takes the decision, having as inputs the 

signals of different radars catching the same 

object. Performing a distributed computation 

until the final node takes the final decision. 
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Abstract 

Project REMO aims to provide a technological demonstrator for a real-time monitorization system of the components present 

in oil well streams. A passive transducer sensor array, combining both photonic and electromagnetic meta-material based 

techniques, is deployed on-site to detect properties such as the crude oil to water ratio in the stream, presence of light 

hydrocarbons, CO2 and H2S, concentration of mineral salts and presence of gas compounds.  An electronical system registers 

and interprets the raw data coming from the sensors to provide the user with a processed synthesis of the desired properties. 

This project is developed as a joint effort of UPM (Technical University of Madrid), UC3M (Carlos III University of Madrid) and 

CSIC (Center of Superior Scientific Research), and sponsored by Repsol and Indra as part of the Repsol Insipire Program.  

Photonic and Electromagnetic Transducer 

Based Real-Time Monitorization of Properties 

of Fluids in Streams 
Santiago Muñoz, Irene Potti, Bruno Lansac, Francisco Javier Sanza, Ana L. Hernández, Rafael 

Casquel, María Fe Laguna, Sergio Andrés Quintero, Jorge Portilla, Teresa Riesgo, Miguel Holgado 

Centro de Tecnología Biomédica (miguel.holgado@upm.es) 

Centro de Electrónica Industrial (teresa.riesgo@upm.es) 
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Abstract 
The emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT) opens a new world of possibilities for interconnecting different systems and the creation of a 

network composed by different devices connected each other is a cutting-edge concept. This is a new opportunity to enhance systems since 

sensors can share information about their environment for handling different devices. This research focuses on improving the behavior of an 

object identification system since the main goal is to compare the results using different cooperative techniques for increasing the system 

reliability and providing adaptation. The designed identification system is based on a decision tree which analyzes a radar signal to obtain the kind 

of the object that is moving around the detection area. This system provides good results when it works under the same conditions where it was 

trained. However, due to the fact that the radar device is very dependent of its location and orientation, a Dynamic Decision Tree (DDT) is proposed 

to reduce those influences and make the system more adaptive to changing environments. The DDT combines different machine learning 

techniques and cooperative procedures to adapt itself to new conditions and even to “discover” new types of objects. 

Self-Learning Embedded System for Object 

Identification in Intelligent Sensor Networks 

Mónica Villaverde, David Pérez and Félix Moreno 

 
Centro de Electrónica Industrial. CEI-UPM (monica.villaverde@upm.es) 

Current Results 

Proposed System 
More than one device is working together in order to 

provide a more accurate solution.  

• Classification stage: Each device executes its own 

decision tree to identify the detected object and the 

cooperative network puts in common all those results 

for providing a final solution. 

• Learning stage: If cooperation decides that the 

detected object belongs to a new type non defined 

during the decision tree training, this new type is 

stored to be labeled using clustering and cooperation 

techniques. 
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Methods 
• Decision Tree is used to provide the object classification. Using the pruning 

threshold the system is able to modify the ‘unknown area’ available for 

incorporate new kind of objects. 

• Clustering is used to include new object categories discovering a new group 

of detected objects which belong to the same ‘unknown area’. The 

clustering threshold is used to adjust the dispersion of the group. 

• Cooperative network allows to increase the system reliability since it 

considers an hypothesis set. Moreover, it could be useful to label the 

‘unknown’ objects discovered by one radar device. Several cooperative 

algorithms are being studied. 

Conclusions & Future Work 
• Choose properly the values of both thresholds (pruning & clustering). 

• Learning capabilities have been demonstrated. 

• Memory requirements have to be considered especially for embedded 

systems developments. 

• The inclusion of cooperative strategies should be implemented. 79
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Abstract
iRIO 3DLab is a platform devised to assist developers in the design and implementation of intelligent and reconfigurable FPGA based intelligent data

acquisition systems (IDAQ) following a complex distributed scheme using EPICS and FlexRIO technologies for ITER’s Fast Controller (FC). Although these

architectures are very powerful in defining the behavior of DAQ systems, they also convey a higher difficulty in understanding how the system works, and

how it should be configured and built according to the available hardware and the specific processing demanded by the requirements of the diagnostics.

Virtual Reality technologies are proving to be very effective in different training scenarios due to their capability to provide immersive training experiences

and collaborative environments, which can be exploited to provide solutions for the aforementioned challenge.

iRIO 3DLab comprises an Opensim based 3D virtual world, accessible through a standard free 3D viewer. This virtual world connects, using a standard http

protocol, with a JAVA application running in the CODAC Core System. This application is responsible for the automatic control of the IOC according to the

orders received from the virtual world. In order to provide the excitation signals and to measure the responses of the system this application connects,

using a client server architecture, to another JAVA application which ultimately controls a NI USB 6361 acquisition board physically connected to the

FlexRIO modules. Users, through their avatars, interact with virtual replicas of this equipment as they would in real life situations. These actions cause real

changes in the physical FC. The solution presented in this paper, will permit to future ITER CODAC Core System users and developers get training for

setting up and deploying ITER Fast Controllers devices.

3D Virtual World Remote Laboratory to Assist
in Designing ITER Fast Plant System Controllers
based on FlexRIO and EPICS

OBJECTIVES
Learn how to use EPICS and FlexRIO in CODAC
Core System.

Learn to develop Advanced Data Acquisition
Systems.

Test new developments for CODAC Core System
Fast Controller.

Improve the diffusion initiatives about the
integration of FlexRIO and EPICS in the design of
Intelligent Data Acquisition Architectures.

aA.Carpeño, aS.Lopez, aM.Ruiz, aG. de Arcas, aS. Esquembri

aUniversidad Politécnica de Madrid (antonio.cruiz@upm.es)

EXPOSITION ROOM
TECHNICAL ROOM

BUILDING

MEETING ROOM
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND OPERATION
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Distribute workload in

network topologies

An automated and easy methodology to generate hardware accelerators is needed

Abstract
The amount of computing power demanded by current applications has fostered the use of parallel computing. One of the key aspects of using parallel

computing paradigms is the possibility to decrease execution times when the computational workload is offloaded into several computing units, allowing

the development of more complex systems but, at the same time, increasing the effort that has to be put in system management.

The appearance of new high-level parallel programming languages, like the open standard OpenCL, permits the execution of application code snippets

(known as kernels) within several computing devices, favoring functional portability among different vendors. These high-level languages can also be used

to provide an easy, efficient and automatized methodology to develop hardware accelerators. Replacing software-based compute units by hardware

accelerators is a great challenge, since system flexibility can be compromised. As a result, reconfigurable computing engines such as the ARTICo3

architecture, able to perform a dynamic management of the generated accelerators to adapt to changing application requirements, can be used to

mitigate this problem.

Development of Hardware Accelerators Using 

OpenCL Methodologies for Single and Multiple 

FPGA Architectures

César Castañares, Alfonso Rodríguez, 

Teresa Riesgo and Eduardo de la Torre

Centro de Electrónica Industrial, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid 

(cesar.castanares@upm.es)

ARTICo3 & OpenCL framework

FPU Grant Program

TEC2014-58036-C4-2-R

Platform and memory models Execution model

Relationships between both frameworks:

§ Host-Device structure

§ Data-level and task-level parallelism

§ PEs gathered within Compute Units (CU)

§ Hierarchical memory approach

Hardware accelerator design

Hardware Design Language (HDL) High-Level Synthesis (HLS)

Design Tools Accelerator-level parallelism

Vivado HLS 1 monolithic block

SDAccel N fixed Compute Units

ARTICo3 N dynamic Compute Units

Distributed computing: multi-FPGAs 
§ Intense multi-tasking

§ High computational load

§ Limited resource availability

Host

C
U

C
U

C
U

Flexible support of kernel 

execution…

…with dynamic allocation 

of Compute Units

Deep knowledge of underlying technology

Time-consuming design process

Low-level optimization of HW accelerators Easier development (High-level languages)

Design time performance

Large area overhead

AES-256 kernel

Design time: ~2 weeks

Matrix multiplication kernel

Design time: few hours

Several Processing Elements are allowed, but without shared memory

Based on OpenCL compilation flow, execute kernels over static hardware

Load and replace compute units dynamically using reconfiguration techniques

Host

FPGA C
UFPGA C
U

C
U

C
U

C
U

VHDL

VHDL

C/C++

HW Synthesis

HLS
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Abstract 
Dynamic and partial reconfiguration of FPGAs permits changing the functionality of a circuit at runtime in a resource-efficient manner, which is beneficial 

for applications such as evolvable hardware.  Xilinx development tools provide a partial reconfiguration flow targeting DPR; however it does not provide 

features such as relocation and introduce a certain logic overhead in the design, making it unsuited for designs based on fine-grain processing elements.  

With the release of Vivado, the possibility of using Tcl-based scripts to access and manipulate low level resources of the FPGA during design time opens the 

door to the development of custom tools allowing a more precise design targeting relocatable, overhead-free dynamically reconfigurable modules.

Development of tools for relocation-oriented 

partial reconfiguration on the Vivado suite 

Javier Mora, Eduardo de la Torre, Teresa Riesgo 
 

Centro de Electrónica Industrial – Universidad Politécnica de Madrid 

{javier.morad; eduardo.delatorre; teresa.riesgo}@upm.es 

Reconfigurable hardware 

üEasy to implement 

üPortable 

û Resource wasteful 

û Mux: overhead 

û No dynamic scalability 

Virtual Reconfigurable Circuits Logic reconfiguration 

00à0 
01à1 
10à1
11à0 

LUT 

00à0 
01à1 
10à0 
11à1 

00à0 
01à0 
10à1 
11à0 

00à1 
01à0 
10à0 
11à1 üNot hard to implement 

üRelatively portable 

üResource efficient 

û Fixed circuit structure 

û No dynamic scalability 

Full reconfiguration 

üResource efficient 

üFree circuit structure 

üDynamic scalability 

û FPGA dependent 

û Complex implementation à NEED FOR A TOOL 

" 

" 

function 
library 

function library 

Evolvable hardware: Systolic Array 

Ongoing work: Tool development 

Scalable version (full reconf) 

LUT-based version (logic reconf) 

×2 min + â 

– â à ×2 

min à – min 

+ ×2 à + 

Interchangeable
processing elements 

(PEs) 

¢ PE size: 5 CLBs (out of 8640 on the FPGA) 

¢ Dynamically scalable 

¢ Up to 8×7 PEs in the array 

¢ Tools used are deprecated 

REG 
 

+ 

3×3 
pixel 

window 
filtered 

pixel 

¢ PE size: 2 CLBs (max. compacity) 

¢ Eight 8×8 arrays in parallel 

¢ Or two 16×16 arrays 

¢ Very fast reconfiguration 

¢ Scalable at design time 

¢ Dynamic scalability emulated using fewer PEs 
(unused PEs still consume energy) 

Current results 

¢ 400 megapixels per second (400 MHz) 

¢ 80 000 solutions evaluated per second  
(LUT-based version) 

¢ Evolves in 3 seconds (LUT-based version) 

¢ Outperforms median filter 

Future plans: hybrid version 

¢ PE changing à logic reconf (fast) 

¢ Scalability à full reconf (energy efficient) 

Systolic array 

Input Filtered 

Input 
image Result 

Reference 
image 

Systolic 
array 

Compare 

EVOLVE Fitness 

Evolvable hardware 

f1 

f3 

f2 

functions 

DREAMS tool: 

¢ Custom routing engine 

üAllows relocation 
(same block for many regions) 

üProven effective 

û Complicated to use 

û Separate program 

û Only for specific FPGAs 

û Does not work in Vivado 
nor in modern FPGAs 

Xilinx Partial 
Reconfiguration: 

¢ Provided by Xilinx 

ü Integrated with Xilinx tools 

û Limited 

û No relocation 
(1 block = 1 region) 

 

Current tools for full DPR design 

Vivado à Tcl scripting 

¢ Interact with synthesized design 

¢ Design custom scripts à TOOLS 

¢ Apply constraints procedurally 

¢ Access low-level design info 
such as net routing 

¢ Manipulate low-level resources 

New tool 

Advantages: 

ü Integrated in Vivado 

üEasy to develop 

üPotentially portable 
to different FPGAs 

üGeneralizable to  
different problems 

üOpportunity for more 
DPR-related projects 

tc l

TEC2011-28666-C04-01 
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Abstract
The two dominant technologies that are being used in real time image processing are FPGA and GPU due to their algorithm parallelization capabilities. But

not much work has been done to standardize how these technologies can be integrated in data acquisition systems where control and supervisory

requirements are in place, such as ITER. This work tests an image acquisition and processing system for Cameralink devices based in a FPGA DAQ device

(National Instruments FlexRIO technology) and a NVIDIA Tesla GPU series card. This integration, compliant with ITER fast controller solutions, simplifies the

implementation of advanced data (images) acquisition systems. The most important advantage of this solution is that data acquired from the set NI1483

NIPXIe7966R is moved directly to GPU avoiding the use of CPU memory buffers using NVIDIA GpuDIRECT RDMA technology. Thus it is possible to increase

the performance of the system because CPU intervention is minimized due to data transfer is done using PCI Express and DMA. The system has been

developed using CODAC Core System standards (EPICS and Nominal device Support) in order to guarantee an easy integration in ITER’s solutions.

High Performance Image Acquisition and
Processing Architecture for Fast Plant System
Controllers based on FPGA and GPU

aJ. Nieto, aS. Esquembri, aG. de Arcas, aM. Ruiz
aInstrumentation and Applied Acoustics Research Group (I2A2),
Technical University of Madrid (UPM). Email: jnieto@sec.upm.es

GOALS SOLUTIONS

Propose a standard methodology to include GPUs in ITER Fast Plant

Controllers
EPICS integration through Nominal Device Support

Maximize DAQ GPU HOST throughput FLEXRIO GPU bundle supporting RDMA for direct data transfers

Provide seamless integration (high level access w/o GPU)
High level abstraction layer that minimizes technical knowledge

requirements

CONCLUSIONS

A model and a methodology to include GPUs in FPSCs using FlexRIO

has been proposed and tested using a generic use case for

continuous image acquisition and processing

Data transfers between DAQ GPU HOST are maximized by using

RMDA technology avoiding unnecessary memory copies

GPU processing algorithms can be easily updated through the CUDA

Shared Library provided.

Full integration in EPICs is provided through Nominal Device Support

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

This work was supported in part by the by the Spanish

Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness under project

ENE2012 38970 C04 04

1. Select a parallelized algorithm image processing for GPU.

2. Build a shared library that contains the kernel GPU process

functions and managed GPU resources.

3. Implement LabVIEW Code for FPGA to control CameraLink

interface.

4. Using NDS (Nominal Device Support) template, build a user

application that:

a) Acquire images from Cameralink device to GPU using

GPUdirect RDMA technology.

b) Process images in GPU.

c) Publish and show images results using EPICS PVs in a

CSS OPI panel.

METHODOLOGY

TEST SYSTEMSYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
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Abstract
The aim of this work is to present the development and integration of advanced data

acquisition (DAQ) applications using Reconfigurable Input Output (RIO) FPGA based devices in

ITER’s Control, Data Access and Communication (CODAC) Core System (CCS). CCS is the software

distribution built by the ITER Organization for the developers of plant system controls.

Compared with traditional DAQ systems, the use of Reconfigurable Input Output (RIO) devices

drives a methodology change of the design model and brings the system designer the capability

to fully customize the functionality with a high performance and a reconfigurable architecture.

National Instruments (NI) FlexRIO devices are part of ITER Catalog of I&C products for Fast

Controllers [1] developed using PCIe/PXIe technology. The integration of this hardware with

EPICS [2][3] is relying on the common interface that the Nominal Device Support (NDS) supplies.

NDS is a software layer that provides a device handling standardization in CODAC, simplifying

the development of EPICS device support. The design methodology proposed in this work

covers: a) modeling in LabView FPGA the behavior of the DAQ hardware b) exporting the

functionalities for interacting with the hardware to ITER’s CODAC Core System (CCS) [4] c) the

creation of the low level communication interface to the device using the NDS abstraction layer

and the connection with the corresponding EPICS records and d) the built of the main software

element of EPICS, the Input/Output Controller (IOC). DAQ example using FlexRIO PXIe796x

devices with digital I/O (6581) adapter module is presented as basic use case of integration with

ITER’s CCS.

Integration of advanced data acquisition
applications using FPGA based FlexRIO devices
in ITER’s CODAC Core System

aM. Ruiz, aE. Bernal, aE. Barrera, aS. Esquembri
aInstrumentation and Applied Acoustics Research Group (I2A2),
Technical University of Madrid (UPM). Email: jnieto@sec.upm.es

PXIe form factor for Fast Controllers.
Totally integrated with EPICS.
Simplifies the design of high performance DAQ

systems based on fully reconfigurable FlexRIO.

FAST CONTROLLER

Digital DAQ Description Features

Adapter Mod. NI 6581 100MHz Max. Clk. Rate 54 digital I/O channels

PXIe FPGA NI PXIe 796X Devices Fully Reconfigurable LabVIEW Template

Device Support Complete Device Suport Based on NDS 8 bit Acquisition@ 100MS/s

CA EPICS Client Example BOY Interface (GUI) Complete Device Control

We have elaborated templates
and examples that accelerate the

development time.
Complete integration examples,
i.e. Digital DAQ 8 bit@100MHz

Choose FlexRIO HW from ITER
Catalogue for Fast Controllers
Product Description

NI 5761R 14 bit 200MS/s Digitizer

NI 6581 54 channel Digital I/O

adapter module

NI 1483 Cameralink Adapter module

PXIe 7961
FlexRIO device

(FPGA module)PXIe 7966

HARDWARE RELATED STEPS

1. Explore given templates.

2. Add extra input output controls.

3. Add particular preprocessing hardware to the device (FPGA) under

development.

4. Compile and generate the bitstream.

SOFTWARE RELATED STEPS

5. Shape the device from specifications.

1. Number of Channel Groups and Channels.

2. Type of channels.

6. Modify template for particular management of the acquired data.

7. Add new records to provide extra device functionalities through EPICS.

8. Test the custom DAQ system with GUI Based BOY interfaces given.

CONCLUSIONS
Start off building your custom DAQ system with FlexRIO
Based Templates.
Available for all hardware defined in ITER catalog for PXIe
form factor Fast Cotrollers.
Reduce development time simplifying the design,
implementation and integration complexity.

Templates covering the full design cycle of FlexRIO based DAQ
systems with CODAC Core System and EPICS.

LabVIEW FPGA templates.
Device Support templates using NDS abstraction layer.
Record Support templates to control the device through
EPICS.

º

NI6581 Template

Digital ACQ/GEN

PXIe

Chassis

NI 6581 NI

FlexRIO

NI1483 Template

Image ACQ

NI5761 Template

Analog ACQ/GEN

Channels

.h/.cpp

Channel Groups

.h/.cpp

Device.h/.cpp

Records

.db

My Hardware

.lvbitx/.h

IOC

NDS

Channel Access

Record Support

Asyndriver

NI RIO library

My DAQ Driver
ITER

CODAC
Core

System
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Abstract
ARTICo3 is a bus-based reconfigurable architecture for SRAM-based FPGAs that enables multithreaded hardware acceleration. The architecture supports

hardware replication through Dynamic and Partial Reconfiguration, being able to dynamically trade off between computing performance, energy

consumption and dependability at run time. The independence between tasks and their requirements is exploited to change the working point whenever

it is necessary, to better adapt to changing environments.

The general approach of the ARTICo3 framework allows the aforementioned architecture to be used in multiple scenarios, ranging from embedded to high

performance systems, or even distributed ones. However, such a versatile architecture requires enhancements so that new computing frontiers can be

reached. Two key factors have been selected as cornerstones: system performance/consumption modeling to allow online estimations, and compliance

with standard computing specifications (OpenCL).

Towards Safer and Predictable Hardware 

Acceleration in Distributed, Embedded and 

High Performance Systems

Alfonso Rodríguez, César Castañares, Leonardo Suriano, 

Teresa Riesgo and Eduardo de la Torre

Centro de Electrónica Industrial, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid 

(alfonso.rodriguezm@upm.es)

ARTICo3

FPU Grant Program

TEC2014-58036-C4-2-R

Reconfigurable 

Slot

Reconfigurable 

Slot

Reconfigurable 

Slot

Reconfigurable 

Slot

Reconfigurable 

Slot

Static Region

Dynamic Region

Control Bus

ion

D
a

ta
 B

u
s

Host 

µP

Local 

Memory

I/O
Reconfiguration

Engine

Communications

DMA 

Engine

Resource

Manager

Data Shuffler

Voter

Reducer

External

Memory

Controllers

RecRecReconfonfonfiguiguigurabrabrable le le RecRecRecRecRecReconfonfonfonfonfonfiguiguiguiguiguiguigurabrabrabrabrable le le le le 
HW Accelerator

Mem

RecReconfonfiguigurabrable le RecRecRecRecRecRecReconfonfonfonfonfonfiguiguiguiguiguiguigurabrabrabrabrabrabrable le le le le 
HW Accelerator

Mem

RecRecRecRecRecRecReconfonfonfonfonfiguiguiguiguiguigurabrabrabrabrabrable le le le le RecRecRecRecReconfonfonfonfonfonfonfiguiguiguiguiguigurabrabrabrabrabrabrable le le le le le 
HW Accelerator

Mem

Features

• Computing platform based on hardware accelerators

• Module replication via Dynamic and Partial Reconfiguration

• Parallel processing – multithreading capabilities

• Module redundancy – fault tolerance capabilities

• Optimized memory transactions (DMA + dedicated bus)

• Hardware add-ons in data gateway: voter and reduction units

What is needed?

• Dynamic adaptation to changing environments

• Dynamic tradeoffs (Co3)

• Parallel Computing

• Energy Consumption

• Dependability (Confidentiality, etc.)

• Predictable system behavior

• Reconfiguration stages

• Normal operation

• Autonomous system behavior

• Self-awareness

• Self-healing capabilities

• Different abstraction levels

• System flexibility

• System scalability

Work in progress…

• Application-specific scenarios

• Financial risk management

• Human visual cortex

• Image inpainting

• Object recognition

• Autonomous vehicles

• Smart cities

• Framework development

• Robust computing engine

• Networked, heterogeneous computing engines

How can it be achieved?

System modeling, parameter estimation and change prediction

Intrinsic architectural support in ARTICo3

Dynamic and Partial Reconfiguration Dynamic Resource Management

Standard specifications: OpenCL

Support for multiple Models of Computation

Network extensions (multi-FPGA approach)

Abstraction

Models

Platform

Memory

Execution

Programming

mpututat

1

2

3

1

2

3

ionn

h)h)

3

3

REBECCA partners:
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Abstract 
The development of the haptic vest is focused in increasing the immersion and realism in virtual environments, through delivering vibrotactile and thermal 

feedback. The first steps to achieve touch-based communication, impact and thermal effects have been done in order to set different actuation methods 

(vibration motors, Peltier cells and a new impact actuator). In this manner, several patterns have to be validated for helping users to move and receive 

stimuli from a virtual reality. The research analyses human torso resolution and perception of vibration and thermal patterns, evaluating different kind of 

actuators and their location in the vest. The performed experiments help to perform sensations in comparison with the feeling in a real environment. 

Development of a Haptic Vest for Security Forces 
Training in Virtual or Mixed Reality Environments 

Gonzalo García1, José Breñosa1, Manuel Ferre1, Juan Carlos Ramos1, 
Álvaro Sánchez-Pascual1, Rafael Aracil1, José María Sebastián1 
 
1Centre for Automation and Robotics (UPM-CSIC) 
      fencggv@gmail.com,  jose.brenosa@upm.es, m.ferre@upm.es 

Stimuli Types 
Vibrotactile Stimuli 
Vibration motors are used to convey vibrotactile effects in different body areas, 

achieving users can feel several sensations through touch-based communication.  

The vest can generate tactile sensations: 

• Contacts with elements of the virtual environment, rain, etc. 

• Another type of sensations can came from  virtual characters and can be                             

used for applications as guidance or training. 

Thermal Stimuli 
Peltier cells are used to obtain thermal effects in the vest. These cells are 

distributed by lower back and abdomen. Peltier cells can generate heat and cold 

sensations with a single actuator, depending on the electronic control: 

• Heat produced by a nearby explosion or by a hot conditions inside the virtual 

environment. 

• Cold produced by the environment or low temperature virtual elements. 

Impact Stimuli 
It has been pretended create impact effects in order to users can receive real 

sensations. It does not exist any development to convey this stimulus type, 

therefore the actuator is created for this application specifically and is based on a 

mechanical system. 

It can be achieved effects like bullet impacts or hits like impacts generated by a 

shock wave when a explosion is produced near to the user. 

Vest for Guidance 
In first place, it has been done tests for determining the correct distribution 

of thermal and vibrotactile actuators on the vest areas chosen to generate 

the communication with users. 

Once the distribution is done, vibrotactile actuators are placed on the vest, 

assuring them to avoid problems during vibrations. The vest is tested like a 

guidance tool for users in virtual environments. 

It has been verified that the system can be used as a guidance tool with 

minor adjustments and the integration of a sensory system to refine the 

application. 

Background 
The development of the haptic vest is framed on the European Project ‘AUGGMED’  

(Automated Serious Game Scenario Generator for Mixed Reality Training). ‘AUGGMED’ 

objective is the development of a serious game platform for training of security forces assisted 

with virtual reality interfaces. The aim is to develop a vibrotactile interface to convey impact 

effects (e.g., bullets, explosions), thermal effects (e.g., heat or cold) as well as touch-based 

communication between members of the same respond team (e.g., touching ones shoulder to 

confirm presence or guide when an explosion has affected lighting and caused temporary 

deafness). 

 

Figure 1: Previous vest prototype 

Figure 2: Security forces during training 

Figure 3: Vibrotactile actuators inside the vest 

Figure 4: Participant during guidance test and path followed by 3 subjects 
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Facial Expressions and Voice Control for an

Interactive Robot

Patricio Encalada, Biel P. Alvarado, F. Matía, R. Galán

Center for Automation and Robotics, UPM-CSIC

(b.alvarado@alumnos.upm.es)

Lip Sync Algorithm

Doris is an interactive social robot designed to work in environments where the exchange of information with people is its main goal, making that a part of the

research focused on the human robot interface (HRI). The speech is the main method of interaction which has been performed based on visemes lip sync to solve

this problem.

The lip sync performed consists in the union of two channels, the visual and sound, and a parallel coordination between mouth movement of the robot consisting

on 6 degrees of freedom and the audio text synthesized predetermined by the user, in order that the robot can communicate with its human environment almost

naturally.

Audio synthesis is performed with a text-to-speech, using the Parallax Emic 2 card, where you can choose the DECtalk synthesizer or EPSON and can set the

amplitude, tone (8 tones available), speed pronunciation, execution control and stop, and availability of speaking in Spanish and English.

The position of the robot lips are preset coordinates for each viseme or each visual form taken by the mouth to pronounce syllables in the Spanish language, stored

in a coded database accessed by the synchronization algorithm which sets the mouth position interactively and ends with the syllables of the string analyzed.

Abstract

Doris is a half-humanoid robot, since its base

consists of a differential drive PatrolBot robot in

which the structure of a mechanical humanoid face

is installed.

It has an onboard computer, where navigation data

is managed in indoor environments, based on

Ubuntu and ROS (Robotic Operative System). Clients

have access connected via sockets to exchange

information, whether for the robot status or the

command usage and configuration.

The hardware which manages servomotors

movements (Master Pololu) communicates via USB

with the server, where lip sync algorithm is executed

sending the correct position of the servomotors.

Audio synthesis card (Emic2 Parallax) communicates

with the server via a USB / RS232 converter which

receives serial configuration commands as well as

execution, stop and summarizing text orders.

Architecture

In order to improve the speech bimodal perception, a lip sync algorithm has been

developed, which consists in the following blocks:

• Insert data: The robot operator is responsible for configuring the system from any

client. The algorithm receives the information to be transmitted through the robot

in a string based format.

• String analysis: The string must be normalized before moving to the next block. This

means that it should remove some characters, symbols and spaces not required to

proceed with the hyphenation.

• Hyphenation: It is done by taking into account Spanish language division rules.

• Comparison with visemes database: Each syllable is compared with the encrypted

database, where each element has the syllable and the viseme code to which it

belongs. Simple or compound visemes exist.

• Select motion: Each viseme has specific coordinates, which means that the robot

actuators are placed in an specific position for visual effect in the corresponding

syllable pronunciation and these data are sent to the Master Card Pololu parallel

while the audio synthesis is being undertaken.

• Text to speech converter configuration: In this block commands to the Emic2 card

are sent to set variables such as pitch, speed, amplitude and language.

• Converting text to speech: Commands are sent from the Doris kernel to Emic2 card

which is responsible of synthesizing the audio character string the client requests.

The synthesized audio is played as the master Pololu card executes the movements

sequence of the corresponding visemes to pronounced syllable.

The Lip Sync

Doris

*This work is funded by RoboCity2030-III-CM project (phase III; S2013/MIT-2748), funded by I+D Activities Programs of Comunidad de Madrid and cofunded by Structural Funds of the EU.

It is also funded by Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness, NAVEGASE project (Natural Language Aided Navigation, DPI 2014-53525-C3-1- R).89
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Abstract
In recent years, worldwide power systems are experiencing a steadily growth in wind power penetration. A common concern in the operation of such

systems is related to the frequency stability. Modern variable speed wind turbines have a limited capacity in providing ancillary services, such as: fast-

frequency response and primary frequency regulation. This thesis aims at developing a new methodology for the analysis of frequency dynamics in large-

scale power systems with high level of wind energy share. Firstly, a simplified electromechanical model of a doubly fed induction generator (DFIG) based

wind turbine has been proposed. In addition, a virtual inertia controller version of the optimized power point tracking method (OPPT) has been adapted

for this kind of wind turbines. In this method, the maximum power point tracking curve (MPPT) is shifted to drive variations in the active power injection

as a function of the grid frequency deviation, by exploiting the available inertial resources. The proposed methodology integrates the model in a primary

frequency control scheme to assess the interaction with the rest of the plants in the power system.

Contribution of DFIG wind turbines to Primary

Frequency Control

Danny Ochoa, Sergio Martinez

Department of Electrical Engineering, ETSI Industriales, UPM

(danny.ochoac@alumnos.upm.es)

II. Fast-frequency response scheme
A novel control strategy for performing fast-frequency response by a DFIG-WT has been adapted in the

aforementioned model (Fig. 4). According to the OPPT method (Fig. 5), the DFIG-WT has to leave its

optimal operation point (A) and move to (B) when an under-frequency (UF) event occurs. Then, its

operation point will ride along the points B and C by means of shifting the MPPT curve to the left. After

this frequency support, the DFIG-WT will recover its optimal pre-disturbance conditions (A). In case of an

over-frequency event, the DFIG-WT will describe the path A→D→E→A.
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III. Simulation and results
The proposed DFIG-WT model has been incorporated into a traditional primary frequency control scheme for a

single control area (Fig. 6). The behavior of certain variables of the DFIG-WT and the grid frequency dynamics

during a load sudden increase is illustrated in Fig. 7. The primary frequency control actions provided by each

power plant is presented in Fig. 8. Finally, Fig. 9 shows the reduction of the maximum instantaneous frequency

deviation (MIFD) when the OPPT method is applied on a DFIG-WT as a function of the incoming wind speed.

Fig. 1. DFIG-wind turbine general scheme.

Fig. 4. Aggregated control scheme for implementing the OPPT method.

Fig. 2. Simplified electromechanical DFIG-wind turbine model.

I. DFIG-WT model
A simplified electromechanical model

oriented to power-frequency studies has

been developed. For validation, a MATLAB-

Simulink detailed model has been used.
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Fig. 5. Explanation of the OPPT method.

Fig. 6. Primary frequency control scheme.

Fig. 3. Validation of the model.

Fig. 7. Simulation results (v = 9.6 m/s).

Fig. 8. Primary frequency control provided

by each power plant (UF-event).

Fig. 9. Reduction of the MIFD vs. wind speed.
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Abstract 
This work presents an improved strategy in the field of predictive control (PC) of the doubly fed induction generator (DFIG). The proposed strategy applies 

four voltage vector in every period in order to have constant switching frequency and low current THD. The appropriate voltage vectors in each period are 

recognized when the estimated duration times of selected active vectors are positive. The suggested techniques has excellent performance during 

transient and steady-state conditions. The proposed predictive control can easily flow the references under normal and abnormal voltage conditions even 

if the references contain ac terms. Without any additional controller, the proposed technique could obtain smooth stator active and reactive power or 

smooth electromagnetic torque or could inject sinusoidal and balance current into the grid when the voltage unbalance appears in the stator winding of 

DFIG. Moreover, under unbalanced voltage conditions, still four voltage vectors are applied in every switching period. The simulation studies for this 

technique are carried out for 2 MW DFIG in Matlab Simulink environment under ideal and unbalanced grid voltage. Furthermore, the experimental studies 

are now conducting. The results of this technique are compared to other strategies. The comparisons show that the performance of the proposed strategy 

is significantly superior to the other strategies.  

Controlling the doubly fed induction generator 
based wind turbines during normal and 
disturbed grid voltage  
 
Mohammad Ebrahim Zarei, Carlos Veganzones, Jaime Rodríguez  
Department of Electrical Engineering, ETSI Industriales, 
 Universidad Politecnica de Madrid, (me.zarei@alumnos.upm.es) 

III. Simulation results: 
In order to show the superiority of the proposed PC during unbalanced voltage conditions, a compression study have been conducted between the 

proposed PC and two previous PC method under the same conditions. three control power targets have been adopted during unbalanced grid voltage 

which are: 

1- smooth active and reactive power (t= 0.4 s to t=0.5 s) 

2- smooth electromagnetic torque and reactive power (t= 0.5 s to t=0.6 s) 

3- balance stator current (t= 0.6 s to t=0.7 s) 

The simulation result for the proposed PC is shown in Fig. 3. the results for previous PC based on three voltage vectors and previous PC based on one 

voltage vector are illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. In the whole study the stator active and reactive power references were set to be -1.5 MW and 0 

Mvar, respectively, and the rotor speed was fixed in 0.8 PU. As can be seen, the performance of the proposed strategy is more better than the other two 

strategies. 

Fig. 3. Result of proposed PC of DFIG during  

unbalanced grid voltage with three different  

control targets 
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Fig. 4. Result of PC based on three voltage 

vector during unbalanced grid voltage with 

three different control targets 

Fig. 5. Result of PC base on only one voltage 

vector of DFIG during unbalanced grid voltage 

with three different control targets 

Fig. 1. Simulated DFIG wind turbine  

Fig. 2. DFIG wind turbine experimental setup  

I. Introduction: 
 The DFIG consists of  two converters. The rotor side 

converter (RSC) control the generator and control the 

stator active and reactive power. The grid side converter 

(GSC) regulate the dc link voltage. Schematic of DFIG is 

shown in Fig. 1. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 2. 

II. Proposed Strategy: 
In this novel strategy, at each switching period, four voltage vectors are selected to be applied by the 

rotor side converter of doubly fed induction generator according to a very simple algorithm. Duration 

time of selected vectors are estimated by two equations. Finally, the appropriate vectors will be 

employed according to their duration times.  
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Abstract 
Results from a systematic research on the coherence (and inefficiencies) of current and alternative ways to exploit solar thermal energy by concentrated 

solar plants (CSP) are reported in previous authors work, intended to analyze forth and back the energy conversion chain from solar radiation to electricity. 

This exercise pointed out the pivotal role of the heat transfer fluid for an effective integration of said energy chain, and CO2 was selected for that role, 

because it is a gas without practical limitations in maximum temperature, and very adequate values of critical temperature and pressure. Optimum 

operating conditions were attainable in multi-tube receivers illuminated by advanced Linear Fresnel Reflectors with moderate values of radiation 

concentration factors; and the architecture of the full solar field system could be simplified in modular lattices leading to minimum values of mass 

requirements of the relevant materials, from glass to concrete. The specific investment cost for this new kind of power plant was evaluated in terms of said 

mass accountancy, and it was found that solar thermal power could be competitive with fossil fuel power plants in the near future. Developed theory are 

being implemented in a prototype already available at Getafe, FUTURO SOLAR, in the south of Madrid. Industrialization of this concept will be carried out 

by the Spanish company OHL Industrial. 

CSP PROTOTYPE: THE COHERENT INTEGRATION OF 
DESIGN CHOICES FOR ADVANCING IN SOLAR 
THERMAL POWER  
aJavier Muñoz-Antón, aJosé María Martínez-Val, aRubén Abbas, 
bRicardo Muñoz, bÁlvaro Gamarra 
aTechnical University of Madrid, José Gutiérrez Abascal 2, 28006, Madrid, Spain (jamunoz@etsii.upm.es) 
bOHL Industrial, Torre Espacio. Paseo de la Castellana, 259 D, 28046, Madrid, Spain 

Conclusions 
Fresnel means flexibility to the design process and made it possible to work with gases, so overcoming temperature 

limitations acting as a weak link in the energy transformation chain.  

The complete integration of design decisions was started from both ends, going forth and back, with a pivotal element 

which was the heat transfer fluid (HTF). The selection of CO2 as HTF was especially suited for opening new possibilities 

in the power block, where Joule-Brayton cycles can offer very high efficiencies and very positive operating features for 

frequent transient conditions, as those of solar power. 

The choice of using several tubes in the receiver was essential for having the necessary degrees of freedom for 

optimizing the thermal performance. It is worth emphasizing that multi-tube receivers seem the correct answer to the 

problem of minimizing entropy generation in the energy transformation from concentrated radiation to heat the 

running fluid.  

In summary, the systematic research on the coherence (and inefficiencies) of current and alternative ways to exploit 

solar energy through thermal applications has put Linear Fresnel Reflectors in the right perspective and has opened 

new ways to exploit CSP, with high enough efficiency and much lower cost than current installations. Although one 

could argue about the precise accuracy of some data or some specific calculation, the main features of Fresnel 

concentrators, multitube receivers and CO2 are well established by themselves and integrally, to produce a promising 

new type of solar thermal plant for actually competing in the electricity generation market. 
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Future Work 
Future work should improve the  accuracy of the different parts of this analysis, as well as the connection between 

parts in order to guarantee an appropriate overall optimization. In this context, a very important study to be done is 

the Thermal Energy Storage, which could improve significantly the previous results, and could embody other missions 

for CSP, in relation to the reliability of the electric system.  

1. Relevant physical facts of 
solar concentration 

2. Current developments 
constraints 
High thermal requirements, 

temperatures, expensive materials 

3. Physics of Fresnel receptors 
No pipes mobile parts, lower thermal 

requirements, flexibility in design 

Simplest (and 

cheapest) available 

solar receiver 

That can be easily (and 

cheaply) improved 

4. A simplified architecture of 
Fresnel Systems 

5. Converting thermal radiation into useful heat 
Multitube receptor with CO2 

7. Performance economics of Fresnel based CSP è Cost competitive!! 
5€/W è 1,5 €/W ~ 6,2c€/kWh  

Acknowledgements 
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Prototype Located at Getafe (Madrid, Spain) 

6. Thermodynamic 
cycle - Also using CO2! 
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Abstract
Organic electronics has become a field of increasing interest due to their potential advantages in terms of processing, fabrication costs and flexibility. Two

of the requirements of an organic compound to have application in photovoltaics are low bandgap (energy difference between frontier orbitals HOMO and

LUMO) and high charge carrier mobilities. Organic photovoltaics (OPVs) can be divided into classes: devices based on polymer semiconductors and devices

based on small organic molecule semiconductors. Here, we present the design, synthesis and characterization of several small molecules with structures of

epindolidione (EPD) and quinacridone (QD) that could fulfill the above requirements.

Design and synthesis of self assembled
epindolidiones and quinacridones for
photovoltaic applications

M. Arenasa, V. Alcázara, J. Ramíreza and G. Menéndeza

a Department of Chemical and Environmental Engineering (m.arenasp@alumnos.upm.es)

Methods and Results

Introduction
Epindolidione and quinacridone are the hydrogen bonded molecules analogues of tetracene and pentacene (4 and 5 linearly fused benzene rings,

respectively). Recently, they have showed their potential as organic semiconductors with hole mobilities in the range of 0.1 1.0 cm2/V.s. Although both

compounds present interesting advantages as low cost production, excellent stability or low toxicity, they are very insoluble in common solvents which

makes them difficult to implement.

epindolidione quinacridone

In order to solve this problem we focused on the design and preparation of derivatives that

satisfy the following criteria:

• Proper bandgaps: conjugated double bonds

• High mobilities: molecules able to self assemble through hydrogen bonds and stacking

• Substituted with long alkyl chains: to achieve solubility and, if luckily, a liquid crystal behavior

Quantum Calculations
GAMESS (General Atomic and Molecular Electronic Structure System) has been the ab initio quantum

chemistry package used to estimate the energies of HOMO and LUMO (frontier orbitals) and to study

the molecular dynamics.

Synthesis of organic compounds
We have synthesized the following compounds, with the quinacridone

core and different substituents to achieve the desired solubility. Some of

the prepared compounds turned to be highly insoluble and the best

results were obtained for those with the thioether functionality.

UV and fluorescence studies
The soluble quinacridone compounds have been characterized by UV and

fluorescence spectroscopy. From these spectra, the band gap could be

neasured and the results are in good agreement with the previously

calculated by quantum mechanics.

Conclusions
1. A new family of small organic molecule semiconductors with improved solubilities have been prepared.

2. The compounds show a suitable bandgap for a potential application in organic electronics.

3. The molecules are able to self assemble by hydrogen bonds and stacking.

4. The behavior of QDs as films and in the presence of acceptor type compounds (PCBM or C60 ) must be carried out.
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thio_iso_4.485E 07 FLUORESCENCE

Molecular dynamics simulation of stacking in EPDs

Material *
HOMO

(eV)
LUMO
(eV)

Eg from CV
(Ev)

Eg optical
(eV)

Hole mobility
(cm2/Vs)

Electron mobility
(cm2/Vs)

epindolidione 5,6 2,9 2,7 2,4 1,5 N/A

quinacridone 5,5 2,9 2,6 2 0,2 0,01

*Data from E. D. Glowacki, Adv. Mater. 2013, 25, 1563–1569

UV and fluorescence spectra of QD (isopropylthioether) in solutionStructure and pictures of QDs molecules
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Abstract
This poster presents a method to estimate the volume and losses of the Boost and the Boost with Flying Capacitor converters. The main differences

between those topologies are:

• Although there are two more MOSFETs in the Flying Capacitor topology, their voltage rating is half of the voltage rating in the Boost transistors.

• The voltage across the inductor in the Boost with Flying Capacitor is lower than the voltage across the Boost’s inductor.

• The Boost with Flying Capacitor converter has to include two more drivers for the transistor and one more capacitor. Also, the control is more difficult.

IMPACT OF THE FLYING CAPACITOR ON THE 

BOOST CONVERTER FOR PV APPLICATIONS

Diego Serrano López, J. A. Cobos, Miroslav Vasić

Centro de Electrónica Industrial (cei@upm.es)

Operation
Both converters are operating in triangular conduction mode

(TCM), this mode allows negative current through the inductor

that can be used to achieve ZVS, however, the inductor size and

losses are higher in this mode than in continuous conduction

mode, and the input filter requirements are more restrictive.

Boost converter: the duty cycle is ! = 1 "
#$%

#&'(
.

Boost with Flying Capacitor converter: the operation depends on

the conversion ratio, for )*+, < 2 · )-., the sequence is:

1. Charge the inductor and capacitor.

2. Discharge the inductor to the output.

3. Charge the inductor and discharge the capacitor to the output.

4. Discharge the inductor to the output.

The capacitor voltage is V/0342 , the duty cycle is ! = 2 "
5·#$%

#&'(
.

Optimization Process
A Matlab process has been developed in order to generate all the

valid designs for the following specifications:

• )-. = 677 ) • 89:; = >? @

• )*+, = A77 ) • )BCDEF9GH = 1I7 JEK

• L*+, = M NO • PQ:RRST = 2@ · )*+,

Topologies

Boost Boost with Flying Capacitor

Waveforms

Results
The process will give a list of available designs, each design has a different

number of MOSFETs and capacitors, and a different inductor. The optimized

models are these that have minimum volume and losses.

Conclusion
The Boost with Flying Capacitor has better performance for these specifications.

Dead-time for ZVS

Pareto Front: 

optimized 

designs
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Abstract
With buildings in Europe using 40 % of total EU energy consumption, in-situ electric generation appears as a very attractive market, but it is necessary an

evolution of the photovoltaic sector form Building Applied Photovoltaics (BAPV) to Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV) to fulfil the aesthetical and

structural criteria. Here we show results of the customization with semitransparencies of both thin film amorphous silicon and standard crystalline

modules using laser ablation and laser cutting processes.

Laser processing for high-efficiency silicon-based 
photovoltaics and BIPV

a D. Canteli, a D. Muñoz, a J.J. García-Ballesteros, a Y. Chen, 
a A. Marquez, a S. Lauzurica, a M. Morales, a C. Molpeceres
a Centro Láser, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, Alan Turing, 1,
Madrid 28038, Spain (Corresponding author: david.canteli@upm.es)

Acknowledgments. This work has been supported by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation under projects AMIC ENE2010-21384-C04-02/04, and

INNDISOL IPT-420000-2010-6 (FEDER funded “Una manera de hacer Europa”).

Conclusions
The acquired experience in laser processes for photovoltaics have been used to develop new concepts for semitransparent photovoltaic modules

production, aiming to the new and future trends of the energy market: BIPV products. Fully commercial nanosecond pulsed laser sources have been

used to obtain laser processes (cutting process in crystalline solar cells and P3 & P4 processes in amorphous silicon solar modules) of outstanding

quality, and have been used to create semitransparent areas in thin film and crystalline modules. As a result, final devices fulfilling the aesthetical

criteria and with good electrical properties have been obtained in both technologies, making them fully compatible with BIPV applications.

Thin film solar cells

Glass
TCO
a-Si:H
Al

P3 process

Test of different designs

High morphological quality

Excellent electrical behavior

P4 process

Adaptation of the process to the

desired results in final device.

Laser cutting process

Customization strategy Customization strategy

Several laser process are used in the 

thin film module manufacturing. From 

them the so-called P3 and P4 are used 

to customize the solar devices.

Crystalline solar cells

Laser process parametrization 

to obtain outstanding results

Round corners to minimize

cracks by mechanical stress

Laser processes

Excellent electrical behavior
High morphological quality

Semitransparent thin film solar modules 

could be obtained with several laser 

processes perpendicular to the monolithic 

unions…

P3

P2

P1

P3

Transparency

20% 6%

… or with freeform 

designs isolated by 

optimized P4 processes.  

Dead 

area

Active  area

Active  area P4 process

Final productsFinal products

Crystalline silicon. A module with 40 solar cells with square cuts at 

different positions were finished by glass and EVA encapsulation,  

were manufactured. The final effect is a partially transparent

module with a desired geometrical design.

Thin films solar cells. Freeform designs could be used to personalize 

thin film modules, with almost none deviation in the electric 

generation properties apart from the active area reduction. 

Non optimized P3

Optimized P3

Non optimized P4

Optimized P4

V (V)
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